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Abstract 
The global financial services industry has undergone a significant structural overhaul due to 
technological advancements in recent years. This report aims to capture the challenges to 
market participants present in the emerging sub-sector of Irish De-Fi. Specifically, research 
aims to assess the presence of Economies of Scale or Economies of Scope as a form of Barrier 
to Entry of the global De-Fi sector for Irish market participants. The mixed-methodology 
approach largely focuses on qualitative themes of concern for Irish market-entrants and is 
supported where relevant by quantitative data regarding the comparative strength of foreign 
competitor firms. Results drawn from interview participants highlight barriers in the form of 
regulatory lacunas in the contemporary financial services sector and a lack of sector supports 
in comparison to foreign competitors. In consideration of these findings, the report stipulates 
the need for regulatory evolution and provision of increased educational supports to the De-Fi 
sector.  
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Chapter One – Introduction 
1.1 Introduction 

Rapid technological advancement in recent years has effected change across every 

aspect of modern society, with the world of finance being no exception. The introduction of 

numerous platforms and tools including De-Fi technologies, Distributed ledger technologies, 

Blockchain structure, Payment platform services, RegTech and Smart Contracts has morphed 

the traditional financial landscape from one of oligopolistic shape to a global network of 

disparate parts. Decentralized Finance (hereinafter De-Fi) finds itself amongst the 

changemaking advancements in this new landscape. The first chapter of this paper sets out the 

background of De-Fi from both a theoretical standpoint and the industry impacts witnessed to 

date. Arising from this background is the problem statement in question which is broken down 

into a number of key research questions and objectives. The significance to be derived from 

this research is presented along with provision of a definitive structure of the research to follow.  

1.2 Background of study 

De-Fi by definition seeks to decentralize financial activities or transactions. Most 

notably many De-fi technologies aim to remove intermediaries from the process of movement 

of funds. This by default removes the power of national governments to interfere with 

transaction activities (unless specific regulatory legislation exists) before the fact as De-Fi 

operates on the basis of automation eliminating such intermediaries (Chohan 2021, pp. 1-2).  

The true effects of centralised governance of an economy have been long debated. Many 

studies have focused on the effects of centralisation and decentralisation on economies GDP 

and general fiscal strength (See for example David Llewelyn 1999, ‘The Economic Rationale 

for Financial Regulation’ or Blöchliger, H. and O. Akgun (2018), ‘Fiscal decentralisation and 

economic growth’). The benefits and drawbacks to centralisation on the commercial market 

has become a contentious political issue over the last century. Due to increased expansion of 

the decentralised technology sector, the ability to utilise centralised government intervention 

to regulate the market is radically altered in the current absence of specific purpose legislation.  

This wider issue is best exemplified by the political minefield of the United States. The 

appropriate level of State regulation of commercial activities has been a point of contention for 

decades with Republican governments promoting decentralisation and the Economic left 

favouring centralisation. While those in favour of decentralisation in terms of traditional 

financial markets argue that the market will adapt to regulate itself, the light touch approach to 
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financial regulation can present as a lack of consumer protection. This has been exemplified in 

recent years by the periodic, yet steep, fluctuations in the value of the global cryptocurrency 

market (which is largely unregulated), which left ordinary investors/users open to potential 

losses of up to 90% (Browne, A 2021, Bloomberg Opinion) (Appendix 1). Less contentious 

countries such as Ireland lean towards a ‘balanced approach’ in terms of decentralisation.  

1.3. Market background 

The technologies listed at 1.1 aim to “decentralise” finance. Creators of such 

technologies purport to seek greater security for consumers, to promote equality in finance by 

lowering barriers to entry and to remove the expenses associated with centralised banking 

(Chohan 2021, pp. 1-2) (PWC 2021, p.6). Recent Bloomberg analysis of the market suggests 

cryptocurrencies can allow for peer-to-peer financial services and smart contracts in particular 

to be delivered “cheaper and better” to the consumer (Browne, A 2021, Bloomberg Opinion). 

The Fintech school of thought has been described as “democratising finance” (Bensonhoff, 

2020). 

Traditionally, the Irish banking sector has been dominated by three pillar banks which 

operate in line with Central Bank authorisation, thereby allowing the CBI to strategically 

manage and shape the market in terms of stabilising inflation etc. However, De-Fi disrupts the 

monetary policy ecosystem. The growing national reputation as a technology and innovation 

hub has caused an exponential growth of De-Fi and fintech start-ups emerging along with many 

global companies basing their EU headquarters in Ireland. However, the technologies and 

services made available by such companies grant consumers access to the financial markets 

without the interference of any intermediaries. This can result in the circumnavigation of CBI 

regulation of the Irish financial market. A recent decision of the Financial Conduct Authority 

UK has interposed upon the disruptor market by denying permissions to the ‘Binance Group’ 

to carry out regulated activities without prior written consent of the FCA (FCA 2021). Such 

interception by the CBI has not been seen to date in terms of ringfencing the Irish financial 

market to traditional means of transacting. The case for de-legitimizing De-Fi activities as seen 

in this instance will be analysed further in chapter two.  

1.4 Defining the Decentralised Finance concept 

Decentralised Finance, or De-Fi as it is regularly referred to in industry terms, is a 

relatively new concept which many trace back to the invention of Ethereum blockchain. De-Fi 

presents an alternative to traditional financial channels which is theoretically open to all and 
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highly composable (PWC 2021, p. 6). Further, a key aim of De-Fi is to present an eminently 

secure financial system (PWC 2021, p. 5). Providing a precise definition of De-Fi is 

challenging as the growth of De-Fi has occurred in a parallel timeframe to the advancement of 

fintech and digital payment services. There is a level of academic debate surrounding the 

division between De-Fi and fintech technologies which will be detailed in Chapter Two. 

Defining De-Fi in terms of activity within the Irish financial sector will form part of the applied 

analysis in Chapter Three.  

1.5 Problem Statement 

The rise of decentralised finance platforms is increasingly changing the way in which 

we do business, seemingly moving financial activities towards a more global structure. The 

question therefore arises as to whether increased globalisation within the sector will lead to 

equality amongst nations in practice with little need for government intervention in the market 

or whether it will lead to financial activities moving out of small nations, thereby weakening 

the commercial power of small nations in the long run. Ireland in particular has seen a rapid 

influx of De-Fi activity, with many De-Fi companies choosing to base their EU headquarters 

in Ireland in the wake of Brexit upheaval. Ireland also boasts an impressive reputation in terms 

of producing technology start-ups. However, this activity is somewhat recent and does not 

necessarily reflect long-term projections for the market. Thus, the problem statement emerges: 

‘The true decentralising effects of De-Fi Technologies after consideration of economies of 

scale, example population Ireland’.  

1.6 Research Questions/Objectives 

The overarching objective of this research project is to ascertain whether there are 

genuine benefits to start-ups or banks within small nations entering the De-Fi industry or 

whether economies of scale in FinTech/De-Fi once again give the upper hand to larger 

economies? This will be assessed through study of industry experiences and perceptions as 

well as study of current market projections by market players. The goal is to assess whether 

De-Fi technologies will lead to greater equality in the global financial services industry. 

The study may be broken down into the following primary and secondary research questions: 

1. Define the decentralising effects of De-Fi developments, including both benefits and 

shortfalls. 

3. Assess adoption /creation rates of De-Fi by Irish businesses to establish: 
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a) Whether barriers to entry are lower or higher than that of traditional banking 

methods? 

b) Whether economies of scale aid or disadvantage Irish businesses in this context? 

3. Examine the economies of scale detected and/or projected by Irish industry members 

in comparison to the economies of scale already faced when subscribing to traditional banking 

methods. Extract any clear benefits to adoption of De-Fi arising from such comparison. 

1.7 Significance of Study Findings 

1.7.1 Significance to Research 

The issue warrants further investigation for a variety of reasons;  

While debate regarding decentralisation is a constant, “systematic evidence of the 

impact of Fiscal Decentralisation on economic growth is still scarce… and clear 

recommendations regarding the optimal degree of decentralisation are difficult to draw” 

(Breuss F & Eller M 2004, pp.2-9, pp.11). As there is no conclusive strategy as to the optimum 

level of decentralisation of finance (it is generally accepted to be fluid and adjustable in order 

to combat other factors), a movement which increases the general decentralisation of financial 

activity and promotes globalisation rather than individual national autonomy may be perceived 

as premature. There is a lack of research into the negative effects of decentralisation on 

economic growth and a further lacuna regarding the true effect of global decentralisation 

through use of De-Fi technologies. Further investigation will provide instructive insights to 

regulators and legislatures.  

Studies to date of economies of scale in the banking sector have failed to consider 

technological developments. The problem statement in this study specifies that the population 

under investigation is restricted to industry players in Ireland, as an example of a small nation 

with an active financial services sector in both the traditional and fintech contexts. The aim of 

this study therefore is to identify the emergence or non-emergence of economies of scale within 

a sample of industry players (De-Fi and cryptocurrency platforms, De-Fi legal and financial 

advisors, regulator’s) in Ireland as well as the perceptions of industry players as to how this 

will affect their future strategies. For instance, will Irish firms seek to collaborate with larger 

multi-national technology peers thereby moving profits out of the realm of the Irish economy? 

Will firms based in Ireland relocate? Essentially, while fintech is purportedly a tool which can 

be used to bring about financial equality and allow greater access to the financial services 
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industry by start-ups, is this too idealistic in light of the realities of the financial services 

market?  

It is contended that by conducting an exploration into economies of scale, both 

experienced to date, or conceptually perceived to be emerging, by industry professionals 

greater clarity will be provided as to the actual decentralising effects of De-Fi technologies. 

This in turn, will provide insight into the democratising nature of such platforms, or lack 

thereof, allowing for accurate projection for future growth in the population under 

investigation. 

1.7.2 Significance to Industry Participants  

A key factor in the level of globalisation of finance which will take place largely 

depends on industry players perceptions of the market and their goals into the future. It is 

important to consider whether firms operating in a small nation such as the example, Ireland, 

perceive a long-term future in the financial services sector or whether clear economies of scale 

are emerging to the advantage of their global competitors in the industry. Research conducted 

in this study (as set out in Chapter 3) will depict the aims and projections of key industry 

participants. The research will also investigate the economies of scale and/or barriers to entry 

which market participants have already identified through their work. Compilation of results 

will culminate in the creation of a guide for prospective new market-entrants, outlining key 

strengths versus areas of concern for the sector. 

1.9 Structure 

The structure of this research project firstly includes a detailed description of the 

concept of decentralised regulation of finance which is followed by a commentary on the 

theoretical regulatory repercussions arising from the further step to decentralised financial 

technologies. Secondly, analysis of industry obstacles identified in academic literature will be 

detailed. Industry issues identified are studied in comparison to the purported aims of 

decentralised finance to cast light on any theoretical anomalies. In light of the theoretical 

findings identified, practical research of the Irish De-Fi market has been conducted and the 

results of same are outlined in Chapter Three. Practical research took place in the form of 

interview assessment of key industry participants views and experiences. The results of the 

interviews are further supplemented by a survey study. Conclusions drawn from the practical 

research are disclosed in Chapter Four and are held in direct comparison to the theoretical 

conclusions drawn in Chapter Two.  
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Chapter Two – Literature Review 
2.1 Centralised vs Decentralised Regulation of Finance 

In terms of traditional banking, centralised regulation was a State concern and strategy 

was centred around indicators of economic growth. This is reflected by discussions of the 

merits of centralisation versus decentralisation of regulation in finance based on economic 

theories (Llewelyn 1999), (Blöchliger & Akgun 2018). It must be noted that there is not 

necessarily a clear answer to the correct level of centralisation of finance even in traditional 

contexts as explored by studies such as (Breuss F, Eller M 2004). A discussion surrounding the 

benefits of traditional state-interventionist (de)centralisation is imperative in order make useful 

comparison with the exploratory research into market-based decentralisation by the De-Fi 

technology sector which this project aims to assess.  

The theory behind traditional decentralisation of financial regulation is that the market 

will regulate itself without the need for supervisory intervention. This will occur as removal of 

regulation reduces barriers to entry to the market, thereby increasing competition. To succeed 

in a saturated market, institutions will act to safeguard against economic risks. However, 

Llewelyn 1999 cautions that in reality a ‘grid-lock’ often occurs in the market, to the detriment 

of both consumer protection and national economic strength. Grid-lock materializes when 

institutions are aware of how they should act towards consumers “but nevertheless adopt 

hazardous strategies” in order to obtain short run advantages. This generally occurs where there 

is a lack of confidence between competitors that all institutions will not act hazardously. 

It is key to note that while De-Fi technologies aim to decentralise financial activities 

themselves opposed to decentralising the regulation of the activities, the move in activity away 

from traditional mainstream channels presents a challenge for regulators to change regulatory 

tack in order to ensure all financial activities are monitored.  

2.1.1 Benefits of Traditional Cecentralisation 

Traditionally, the financial sector was decentralised through the introduction of de-

regulation models. De-regulation, often referred to as market regulation, refers to the removal 

of oversight layers and State prescribed legislative restrictions. The market is deemed to have 

little to no imperfections, with any small imperfections being either worked out of the system 

through market competition, or being accepted, as the costs associated with fixing the 

imperfections would be higher than acceptance (Llewelyn 1999, p. 27). Essentially institutions 
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are given broader freedoms and a wider birth to manage their own affairs without conforming 

to strict prescriptive rules which would make institutions homogeneous and quasi-federal run. 

This in turn allows for greater innovation according to de-regulation advocates (M. Donnelly 

2015, Chapter 2 at p.[8]). 

Llewelyn notes that moral hazards may be avoided through use of the de-regulation 

model (Llewelyn 1999, p. 27). In an economy where market regulation is in place, the concept 

of “too big to fail” does not arise on a large scale as there is a low level of State and Market 

intertwining. This refers to the occurrence of bank bailouts by a State. The hazard which occurs 

in a highly regulated market is that institutions gain confidence to take on increased risk 

exposure, relying on State intervention to bail them out of any detrimental risk occurrences. 

However, contrary to this view, the Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission 2011 contended in 

light of the Global Financial Crisis that the theory that “instincts for self-preservation inside 

major financial firms would shield them from fatal risk-taking without the need for a steady 

regulatory hand, which, the firms argued, would stifle innovation” did not hold up in practice 

due to the offloading of risk through the use of securitization (CFIC 2011, ‘Conclusions of the 

Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission’ at XV). The Commission found that a form of moral 

hazard which would deter unreasonable risk-taking is required in the context of banking. This 

moderately undermines the benefit which Llewelyn had highlighted pre-financial crisis.  

 

2.1.2 The Application of Centralised Governance and Supervision across Finance 

Despite the existence of benefits from decentralisation of financial regulation, many 

consider centralised supervision to be the better model in traditional finance. The Financial 

Crisis Inquiry Committee 2011 identified that systemic deregulation in the US over several 

decades as a major contributor to the Global Financial Crisis as “key safeguards were stripped 

away” from financial activities (FCIC 2011, xviii). Even where centralised supervision is 

preferred, there is a question as to whether this should occur at a national or supra-national 

level. This consideration must be applied to De-Fi also as the platforms do not work on an 

individual country basis. 

Giuseppe et al. (2021) rely on the argument of Agarwal et al. 2014 that  

“[l]ocal and supranational supervisors could have different aims, and the former are 
likely to use their supervisory power in order to protect national banks and to pursue 
national objectives that might have detrimental effects at systemic wide level.”  
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It is on this basis that Agarwal argues in relation to traditional finance that a centralised 

supervisory model at supra-national level is the most effective. 

This concern translates to the spread of De-Fi which furthers the globalisation of 

financial activity. Giuseppe et al. (2021) contend on this basis that supervision of “systemically 

important financial institutions” is best tackled from a supranational governance enforcer. This 

has already been employed in the EU as the Single Supervisory Mechanism.  This would 

suggest that De-Fi would also need to face centralised supervision and regulatory measures, a 

problematic feat in the context of the spread out and global structure of De-Fi activities.  

However, the complexity of this issue can be calmed due to the homogenous nature of 

De-Fi platforms (largely built upon an Ethereum foundation). Poghosyan and Čihak (2011) 

(cited in Giuseppe et al. 2021) conclude that the homogeneity of traditional European banks 

strengthens the cause for supervision and regulation to take place at a centralised level. As the 

financial institutions transact in similar ways and face the same challenges, centralisation of 

regulation reduces waste of resources tackling the same problems on an individual basis. 

Hence, while De-Fi may decentralise the financial activities themselves, there is a case to be 

made for centralised supervision and regulation to take place in relation to De-Fi activities. The 

potential for same is expanded upon infra at 2.6.  

2.2 Contemporary technology market disruption 

The traditional financial sector has faced a myriad of technologies disrupting the market 

in recent years. Such disruptors take the form of Fintech, Payment Service Applications, Online 

Banking, Smart Contracts, Crowd-funding, Blockchain and Fiat currencies and De-Fi 

platforms. Recent research focused on financial disruption refers to Fintech or does not specify 

which technologies explicitly are in question. Hence, analysis of the area in a broad sense must 

be applied to the De-Fi field.  

Chohan argues De-Fi architecture itself emanates from fusion of the fundamental 

characteristics of several of the above-mentioned technologies (Chohan 2021, p. 3). He states 

that the architecture stems from “Decentralized Applications” which were built on Blockchain. 

Such applications not only aim to circumnavigate traditional financial institutions, but also seek 

to avoid the use of cryptocurrency exchanges. The forethought behind the applications is that 

they can provide the same services as traditional institutions and crypto-exchanges, without 

exposing users to systemic risks which can be averted by the execution of Smart-Contracts.  
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While there is potential for market disruption, the statistics in relation to Ireland do not 

demonstrate a high rate of De-Fi (or the underlying crypto) adoption in terms of cryptocurrency 

use by consumers. A study of the global cryptocurrency market in 2021 identified Central & 

Southern Asia and Oceania (CSAO) as the fastest growing area in terms of cryptocurrency 

adoption with 50% of this growth relating to De-Fi activity explicitly (Chainalysis 2021, 

Geography of Cryptocurrency report preview). However, The U.S., Vietnam, Thailand, China 

and the United Kingdom remain the largest De-Fi adopters to date according to the findings. 

Grass-roots adoption was highest in India, Pakistan and Vietnam. It is noteworthy that the 

report cites low financial literacy as a driver of activity in Vietnam and Pakistan where high-

risk, high-reward De-Fi usage is particularly engaged with. Applying this driver to the situation 

in Ireland, one could note that a higher standard of education across the population could be a 

factor in a slower move towards adopting cryptocurrency or De-Fi activities.  

Present adoption rates suggest that while De-Fi start-up companies may launch from 

Ireland, or De-Fi’s may set up EU headquarters in Ireland, this does not necessarily present a 

detrimental threat to traditional financial institutions in the short-run as the average Irish 

consumer is not attracted to high-risk retail De-Fi. Further, a recent study of the Digital Assets 

Sector by the Deloitte EMEA Fintech Hub found that market participants are forming in-house 

teams to establish their own Distributed Ledger Technology and Blockchain services (Deloitte 

2021, ‘Taking the pulse of digital assets in financial services across EMEA’ p. 2). This again 

reinforces the view that the introduction of financial technologies or digital assets into the Irish 

market does not automatically equate to market disruption, rather incumbent institutions may 

see this as an opportunity for their expansion also through partnership models. A further study 

of the emergence of Fintech start-ups across 21 OECD countries concluded that the emergence 

and financing of disruptor companies increased in regions where trust in incumbent financial 

institutions had fallen (Cojoianu T.F. et al. 2020). Upon application to financial disruption in 

Ireland, incumbents must consider maintenance of consumer trust as a prime concern to retain 

their stronghold.  

A pivotal finding of Cojoianu et al. was the salience of new knowledge creation in the 

IT Sector of regions with high Fintech emergence. The study concluded that this knowledge 

creation was more pivotal than knowledge creation within the Financial Services sector. R&D 

activities in the Irish ICT space are highly supported through a 25% tax credit and the 

availability of specific-purpose IDA Grants, hence positioning Ireland in a strong situation to 

attract further financing for financial technology emergence, within which De-Fi falls. 
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2.3 Defining De-Fi 

One is unlikely to source a definitive description of De-Fi which all industry participants 

and regulators would agree upon. However, many academics attempt to define De-Fi by the 

presence of certain fundamental attributes as follows; 

a) Empowerment of individuals 

This characteristic is linked to cryptoanarchism according to Chohan (2021, pp. 1-2) 

who contends that De-Fi in the cryptocurrency form allows for individuals to “control” 

their finances without interference from traditional forms of state power.  A report by 

PWC in 2021, ‘DeFi: defining the future of finance’, asserts that the use of blockchain 

in finance produces a market which is “permissionless” and is hence “open to everyone” 

(PWC 2021, p.6). 

b) Removal of Intermediaries 

Chohan 2021 states that De-Fi aims to provide the same financial activities as 

traditional institutions without the “superimposition” of intermediaries. PWC 2021 

states that the avoidance of centralised intermediaries is a “unique” defining feature of 

De-Fi (PWC 2021, p. 6). 

c) High risk, high reward 

Lee (2021, p.2) argues that De-Fi in the form of “alternative assets” should provide 

either capital growth, income generation, diversification and/or hedging. 

Ghaddar notes that digital assets offered on an Ethereum foundation provide high-yield 

generating products (cited in Lee 2021, p. 2). 

d) Composability 

Lee (2021, p. 3) endorses the view of a Consensys Revenue Officer that Composability 

is a key characteristic of digital assets.  By ensuring composability between platforms, 

users may use their digital assets as collateral in other financial transactions in the same 

way that they could with traditional currency. PWC also highlight this attraction in their 

2021 report likening the feature to a “mix-and-match” function allowing users to build 

their own unique De-Fi offering.  

e) Smart Contract 

There are a number of technological advancements underlying the concept of De-Fi, 

however, the smart contract is a key characteristic as it underpins the execution of 

individual De-Fi transactions. A smart contract carries out a transaction automatically 

after the occurrence of a specified event. When the specified event occurs, pre-defined 
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triggers are automatically actioned, for example a transfer of funds (PWC 2021, p. 6). 

This technology is fundamental to the ability to offer De-Fi services as intermediaries 

are rendered unnecessary by the automation of transaction processes.  

2.4 Economies of Scale in Financial Technology 

Economies of scale (ESA) occur where the average costs per unit of output decrease as 

the scale or magnitude of the output being produced by a firm increases (OECD, Glossary of 

Statistical Terms). Likewise economies of scope (ESO) may arise where the cost of producing 

numerous distinct outputs together is less costly than producing each output separately (such 

as in a multi-service institution). The focus of this research looks at the ESA emerging 

comparatively between countries as hubs of De-Fi activity develop. The literature to date has 

detailed ESA in traditional banking institutions as well as multi-service institutions. While 

somewhat applicable, this gap in knowledge regarding De-Fi specific activity warrants further 

investigation.  

Recent literature has concluded that clear ESA do not emerge for large multi-functional 

or diversified financial institutions as against smaller, specific purpose entities (Clark 1988, p. 

16). In fact Clark’s review of empirical studies found that diseconomies of scale occur at high 

output levels and evidence as to ESO arising are not consistent (Clark 1988, p. 20). The review 

confirmed that “cost complementarities” arose between pairs of products jointly produced in 

the depository institutions examined in literature (Clark 1988, p.22). Yet Pulley & Humphrey 

(1991, p.1) assert ESO cannot be identified solely on the basis of cost complementarities 

arising, as “weak” complementarities occur for all pairs of outputs. Clark contends where 

technology in a sector does not allow for either ESA or ESO to arise, the sector will experience 

growth of a mixture of both large multi-functional firms and small, specific firms such as start-

ups (Clark 1988, p. 17). Consequently, further research into ESA in the De-Fi sector 

specifically will allow us to predict industry trends as to the scale and mode of firms which 

will be able to develop in the industry. Identification of cost complementarities in service 

providing’s will also aid new market entrants in choosing the most efficient service offering to 

market.  

2.5 Barriers to Entry of the Financial Sector 

A number of theorist’s categorise ESA as a form of Barrier to Entry linking this 

categorisation to the Sylos-Bain model (1956) (Caves, Khalilzadeh-Shirazi and Porter 1975). 

This Sylos postulate suggests that new market entrants will act assuming that existing 
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competitors in a homogenous oligopoly will react to the new entrants by maintaining output 

while reducing price. As consumers will choose the least expensive option of a range of 

sufficiently similar goods, the weaker new entrants who cannot afford to price match to the 

incumbents are in effect barricaded from market entry (Farrar and Philips 1959). However, the 

Sylos postulate contends that new entrants enter with this outcome in mind and will price match 

in the short-run to mitigate this barrier. The current study will discuss in chapter 3 whether 

ESA in the De-Fi sector are viewed as an advantage or as barriers to entry in the Irish context. 

Further commentary depicts a number of barriers to entry to the Irish Financial Services Market 

aside from ESA, with regulatory/authorisation issues being flagged as a key concern. Legal 

certainty and specified legislative measures serve to mitigate the risk of regulation becoming a 

barrier to the traditional financial market in Ireland (Dillon Eustace 2006). However, the 

literature once again fails to take account of the newly emerged De-Fi sector or the void of 

tailored legislation surrounding the sector. Thus, this study seeks to investigate the link between 

regulatory gaps in Ireland and the possible competitive advantage it affords to industry 

participants acting in regions with clear regulation.  

2.6 De-Fi as an aid to equality of the financial markets 

It is noted at 2.3 that De-Fi aims to break down barriers and bring about global financial 

equality. Chohan (2021, p. 5-6) contends that there is a strong case for de-legitimizing De-Fi 

technologies if this is truly the main aim of such protocols. Due to anonymity concerns within 

certain types of De-Fi e.g. UniSwap which allows for creation of liquidity pools for token 

swapping and compensating for trading fees, certain platforms cannot both serve its equality 

driven purpose and fall in line with traditional governance measures at the same time. De-Fi 

products which allow for ‘flash sale’ of tokens to cause short-term manipulations of the spot 

prices of cryptocurrencies are also integrally at variance with the purported democratising aims 

of the platforms. However, this view is not representative of all De-Fi commentary. Calcaterra 

and Kaal contend that there is potential for “a secure and meaningful system for evaluating 

reputation for anonymous supranational partners” to be incorporated into De-Fi networks that 

would introduce the effective governance required to conduct business. This system would 

theoretically take on the governance and compliance concerns of traditional intermediaries, 

promoting efficiency and security, but no further responsibilities (Calcaterra & Kaal 2021, 

Chapter 8, p.4). For instance, it is suggested that reputation tokens be rewarded to transactors 

or underwriters offering financial services which could increase over time as they demonstrate 

sound and secure advice (Calcaterra & Kaal 2021, Chapter 8, p. 9). 
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Further to this point, the irrevocable nature of transactions allows wide scope for 

criminal activities to vitiate the system. The opportunity to carry out cross-border criminal 

activity on a global scale opposes the foundations of justice and fairness which De-Fi is 

marketed upon. According to Chohan (2021, p. 7), this “immutability” of transactors might be 

a leading factor in de-legitimizing De-Fi as the purported central aim is wholly undermined. 

The above examples highlight that many De-Fi platforms currently available do not 

promote financial equality and justice as the foundations they are built upon incorporate 

obvious flaws in this regard. However, it is submitted that the argument put forward by 

Calcaterra and Kaal, that appropriate governance strategies may be integrated into existing 

platforms to render them equitable, would bring the vision of De-Fi idealists to life.  

2.7 Rationale for current research and hypotheses 

Due to inherent differences between traditionally centralised finance and the emerging 

decentralised services available, literature findings to date cannot be applied to the De-Fi sector 

in a copy and paste manner. To accurately assess trends in the financial services sector, all 

available offerings must be scrutinized taking into account their unique features as Chohan 

alluded to regarding De-Fi. As noted supra, Ireland is well positioned to attract De-Fi activity 

in terms of being an EU base for foreign companies due to its EU membership, well-educated 

workforce and historically strong technology sector. However, this is a form of foreign direct 

investment. This study predicts that further challenges arise for start-up companies emerging 

in the Irish De-Fi sector. The prime hypothesis being that a lack of funding, legal uncertainty 

and a lack of general knowledge of the sector will arise as barriers to entry to the market for 

Irish start-ups due to the ESA enjoyed by firms in traditionally well-established regions in the 

financial services industry. Thus, it is anticipated that the findings will demonstrate that the 

decentralising effects of De-Fi are limited to decentralising finance for the individual consumer 

but does not extend to decentralising the business of entering the financial services industry as 

a market competitor.  

Chapter Three – Main Body 

3. 1 Methodology 

This section delineates the methodologies and strategies employed to determine what 

challenges face De-Fi platform providers in Ireland, whether ESA fall within said challenges 

and if so, whether the decentralising effect of De-Fi aids economies of larger nations more 

favourably as a result.  The research particularly focuses on how obstacles which may act as 
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barriers to entry for Irish market participants, are not experienced by foreign competitors due 

to scale of a) multi-service offering firms, b) De-Fi sector within said region or c) traditional 

financial and technology sectors within said region. Data collection involved sourcing of both 

primary and secondary research.  

Secondary research took the form of literature review conducted using online databases 

made available through DBS Library and Google Scholar. Further review engaged with 

statistical analysis of adoption rates in the De-Fi sector which was sourced online from 

Chainalysis: The Blockchain Data Platform. Primary research was carried out via interview 

and online survey methods as outlined infra. 

3.1.2 Participants/Data Source 

To ensure that data collected represented the views and experiences of financial 

services industry experts, a non-probability sample was employed. Participants were targeted 

based on industry involvement, current role, and level of seniority within said role. A cross-

section of participants experienced in Traditional Finance, Technology and De-Fi in Ireland 

(the population) were sought, with CEO’s, senior management, technology developers, 

financial and legal advisors being of particular interest. Targeting participants within the 

aforementioned roles ensured a Representative Sample was established. A total of five 

participants engaged the interview process in full and a further four respondents engaged with 

a supplementary survey study. Participants engaged with the study on a voluntary basis. The 

merits to the industry of further research into De-Fi challenges was cited as a prime motive for 

engagement for all participants. The age of participants was not relevant to this research as 

position and seniority of role determined applicability for engagement. The interview sample 

was split in a ratio of 4:1 male to female, and the survey sample was split 3:1 male to female. 

Potential participants were identified through industry research (across Finance, 

Technology, FinTech and De-Fi sectors) using corporate websites, Professional Services 

Social-Media (e.g. LinkedIn) and internal networks. Purposive Sampling was used to source a 

cross-section of each sub-sector of the population under investigation. The Purposive Sampling 

was achieved by using a two-step process, firstly applying a Convenience Sampling technique 

(sourcing contact details online and through personal network) and secondly applying 

Snowball Sampling as follows: Participants were sourced via direct email, and LinkedIn 

messaging services. A snowball method was then employed, whereby responsive participants 

were asked to share the invitation to participate with appropriate contacts of their own who met 
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the criteria outlined in the Information Sheet provided. Meeting the criteria outlined was 

imperative for obtaining critical insights into the complex De-Fi field. 

A limitation of the study is the low response rate relative to the size of the entire 

population. Conversely, all participants who did engage with the study met the outlined criteria 

relating to role, sector and seniority, thereby achieving true industry-led data collection. 

However, the survey portion of the study received an inadequate response rate to accurately 

deduct quantitative data from the results. Hence, only questions pertaining to qualitative data 

within the surveys will be featured in the research results section. The survey results serve only 

to supplement themes highlighted in the results of the interview portion of the study. 

3.1.3 Design 

A mixed-methodology approach was employed to determine the key challenges 

(thematic) arising within this sector along with the monetary policy and broader economic 

effects which stem from such challenges (quantitative). This research design was adopted to 

capture the broader picture of the state of the Irish De-Fi sector for new market entrants, as 

Qualitative and Quantitative methodologies lie along one larger continuum (Newman & Benz, 

1998 p. 8). As indicated supra due to the low response-rate to the quantitative line of 

questioning within the survey research, the initial design of the research was altered to largely 

focus upon the qualitative research questions only. The qualitative approach was used to 

capture the world views and meanings behind industry trends according to sample under 

investigation (Newman & Benz, 1998 cited in Ramlo & Newman, 2011, p. 177).  

Emerging questions in the field of De-Fi along with lacunas in recent literature acted 

as a starting point for the research design. Qualitative research questions were derived from 

this starting point and observations gathered on this basis. Using inductive reasoning, the 

observations gathered were synthesized to establish numerous central themes which are 

currently affecting Irish entrance to and participation within the global De-Fi market. 

Observations were gathered through participant interviews and a supplementary survey 

research. Qualitative data is grounded in “human experience” and therefore will be 

representative of the participants true experience of the Irish De-Fi sector (Sandelowski, 2004). 

Any qualitative survey results are analysed only where they support (whether positively or 

negatively) interview observations or observations raised in the literature review. The 

incorporation of the supplementary results in tandem with the interview research seeks to 

strengthen the validity of the qualitative themes established (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2007). 
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Quantitative research is also incorporated in the form of literature review relating to global De-

Fi adoption rates. Said rates acted as a driver of directing research towards issues of barriers to 

entry and economies of scale as Ireland is not currently a global leader in De-Fi according to 

the statistics.  The final report therefore adopts a flexible structure to take account of the mixed 

methodologies approach to research.  

3.1.4 Materials 

qualitative interviews. 

The interview process comprised of online video conference calls with 

participants. Video conferencing ensured that the sample remained accessible despite 

Covid-19 health and safety restrictions. Questions were posed orally. Answers provided 

were handwritten and later transcribed into Word document format for the purpose of 

analysis. Prior to interviews taking place, each participant was provided with an 

Information and Consent sheet detailing the research objective and obligations of 

participants (Appendix 2). Consent was accepted in the form of email response to the 

Information Sheet (due to Covid-19 work from home restrictions which made printing 

and signing of Consent forms unfeasible for participants).   

Interviewees were asked a series of nine set questions. Further sub-questions 

were asked of individual participants on foot of answers provided to the set questions. 

Sub-questions were used to clarify or expand upon details provided in answer to the 

nine set questions. Questions advanced were open-ended. Participants were required to 

elaborate upon the issues raised. The set questions are outlined in Appendix 3. 

Questions posed aimed to determine what industry experts define as De-Fi (whether 

that be technologies, a conceptual principal etc.) and to clarify what obstacles market 

entrants are subject to under that defined scope. The interview structure can be 

separated into three sub-sections as follows: 

Section One 

The researcher sought to deduce interviewee’s individual definition of De-Fi so 

that answers provided to further questions could be interpreted within the correct 

bounds. Interviewees were asked to define their understanding of ‘De-Fi’ whether that 

be a concept, a set of certain technologies or an industry.  

Section Two 
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The second set of questions advanced focused on challenges in De-Fi and the 

Traditional Financial sectors which had arisen throughout the literature review process. 

Themes such as Barriers to Entry (Dillon Eustace 2006), Economies of Scale (Clark 

1988), Governance and Regulation (Calcaterra & Kaal 2021, Chapter 8) and Energy 

resources were assessed.  

Section Three 

The third section of questions centred around international disparity within the 

De-Fi sector. Questions regarding supports available within Ireland and the 

comparative strengths of foreign markets were presented. Section Three focused on the 

factor of Equality being brought about through De-Fi. This factor became evident in 

the literature review process through the commentary of Chohan (2021) and the PWC 

Report on ‘DeFi: defining the future of finance’ (2021).  

mixed-methodology online survey (supplementary to interviews). 

The researcher created online surveys using software available on 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/. Surveys incorporated an initial ‘Consent to use of 

participant data’ (Q1) and a further fourteen questions regarding traditional 

decentralised finance, De-Fi, adoption and creation of De-Fi platforms and obstacles to 

entry of the De-Fi sector.  Participants were provided with an Information and Consent 

sheet prior to taking part in the survey which outlined the survey aims, its academic 

purpose and the role of anonymity (Appendix 4). Consent was confirmed and collected 

through (Q1). Sample Survey is provided in Appendix 5. The questionnaire can be 

separated into the following sections of assessment: 

Section One – Employment sector and role. 

Section Two – Understanding of traditional decentralised finance theories and De-Fi. 

Section Three – De-Fi platform adoption and creation. 

Section Four - Challenges to market entry and financial impacts associated with same. 

Section Five – Impacts of De-Fi market entry.  

Questions 8, 12 and 14 relate to quantitative data (adoption rates and monetary 

insights). Due to the low response-rate, the results of same did not form part of the 

researcher’s analysis as the data is not representative. The remaining questions relate to 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/
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qualitative themes and were analysed in line with themes arising from the interview 

research where applicable.  

3.1.5 Procedure 

Potential participants (who met the requisite criterion) were identified by the researcher 

using contact details made publicly available online (Employer’s website or LinkedIn). The 

researcher made contact with the potential participants via E-Mail or LinkedIn Messenger 

services. Initial correspondence included an outline of the researcher’s role and experience, a 

general overview of the current research project, details of expectations for willing participants 

(criteria, time dedication, required interactions) and contact details for the researcher and the 

Research Supervisor. It was outlined that the interviews should last approximately ten to twenty 

minutes and the surveys should be completed in under five minutes (as indicated by the survey 

software). Additionally, an Information and Consent Sheet was linked as an attachment to the 

initial correspondence (Appendices 2 and 4). Participants were given an option of partaking in 

either the interview or survey portions of the study or both as suited their needs. The initial 

correspondence confirmed that anonymity would be a key assurance to those who were willing 

to take part in either interview or survey. Corden and Sainsbury’s (2005) research demonstrates 

that researchers and participants often have varying expectations of confidentiality and 

anonymity protections. For this reason the following precautions were taken. The survey design 

was set up so that the survey provider did not record IP addresses of participants. The researcher 

confirmed that responses provided via the interview process could be redacted at any time prior 

to the submission of this project for grading. The researcher confirmed that all data collected 

was to be used solely for academic purposes and would be destroyed upon completion of the 

research project.  

Interviews. 

The researcher corresponded with willing participants via E-Mail to schedule 

suitable times for video-conferencing. Video conferences were carried out using ‘Zoom 

Video Communications’ software. The researcher opened the interviews with an 

introduction to the research project and its aims. The researcher re-iterated that the 

interview would be conducted in accordance with the information and assurances 

provided in the Information Sheet prior to interview. Participants were advised that they 

may refrain from answering any questions or withdraw any information provided as 

they so wished. A series of nine questions were put to each interviewee. Participants 

were asked to elaborate on any further points of interest which arose from their initial 
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answers. The researcher concluded the interview process by reminding the participants 

that the researcher and the Research Supervisor remained contactable by E-Mail should 

they have any further concerns. The researcher conducted interviews throughout 

November and December 2021. All five interviews were lasted between twenty to thirty 

minutes.  

Online Survey 

The researcher identified suitable candidates for survey participation via 

LinkedIn and Employer websites. A survey link was sent to willing participants via E-

Mail or another messenger service. The survey was made available in November 2021 

through https://www.surveymonkey.com/ and remained open for use until January 

2022. Information regarding anonymity was provided as explained supra. The survey 

consisted of 15 questions (including participant consent) (Appendix 5). The expected 

completion time was highlighted to participants via E-Mail and the researcher 

encouraged participants to make contact regarding any further concerns that they may 

have had.  

3.1.6 Ethics 

Participants of the research project, whether by Interview or survey, were advised that 

any contribution made would be so made on a voluntary basis. Participants were advised that 

the research project was to be conducted for purely academic purposes. While the results of the 

research may serve to contribute valuable knowledge to the De-Fi industry in Ireland, the 

purpose of the project would remain academic. No incentive beyond contribution to a wealth 

of industry knowledge was offered to participants. Information Sheets outlined the aims and 

structure of the research project to participants and indicated any risks associated with 

participation (Appendices 2 and 4). Participants were advised that answers submitted via online 

survey would not collect participant names or IP addresses. Survey participants were required 

to submit their consent before gaining access to the subsequent questions.  Interview 

participants were notified that their name, contact details nor any identifying features arising 

during the interview process (such as employer) would be disclosed in the research report. To 

this end, interview transcripts bore no names. In the absence of names, each interviewee was 

allocated an ID code which attached to their answer transcript prior to analysis. Interview 

participants were notified of their rights to withdraw some or all of the information which they 

had provided at any point prior to the submission of the final report in January 2022.  

https://www.surveymonkey.com/
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3.1.7 Data Analysis 

Thematic analysis was employed to draw insights from the interview responses 

(primary data) provided. Thematic analysis was chosen as the mode of analysis as the 

systematic nature of the approach allows for results to be transparently communicated to others 

(Nowell & Norris et al. 2017, p. 1) and is therefore appropriate for the objective of providing 

meaningful insights to the Irish De-Fi sector. The researcher formatted the transcripts in a 

highly structured format, using identical headings for each, regardless of whether the 

interviewee had answered all questions (leaving answer sections blank where need be). This 

highly structured data was then prepared for thematic analysis. The researcher used Nvivo 12 

Plus software to review the interview transcripts as well as the qualitative answers provided 

through surveys, initially identifying eleven codes of interest by which to separate commonly 

arising themes, phrases or resources discussed by participants. Further coding separated these 

themes into more precise sub-categories. The resulting themes of interest will be compared 

with the themes arising in the secondary data gathered (Chapter Two) and the researcher’s 

initial hypothesis. Using Nvivo, the researcher identified patterns emerging and was able to 

identify sets of commonalities. Hence, the researcher could demonstrate the link between 

certain themes arising and identify ‘sets’ of related issues.  

3.2 Results 

This section details the findings obtained from the research process. The findings are 

presented as a number of themes emerging within the De-Fi sector. Braun and Clarke’s six 

steps of Thematic Review are outlined regarding the steps taken by the researcher to draw 

meaning from the data analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006). The researcher outlines the process of 

moving from codes to themes. The themes extracted are outlined, with the most recurrent 

themes being described in further detail. In the findings, certain themes appear individually and 

arise as members of a set of themes which appear to be connected or correlated in some way 

as they were discussed in tandem by participants. Themes will also be assessed as to whether 

they are perceived by participants as positively or negatively affecting the Irish De-Fi sector. 

The quantitative data arising from the survey study is non-representative due to the low-

response rate achieved and are therefore uninterpretable.   

3.2.1 Overview of Data Processing and Coding 

To code effectively, the researcher determined what constitutes a theme within the data 

set. Braun & Clarke (2006, p. 82) state that a theme must “capture something important” about 

the data in relation to the particular research question as well as representing a “level of 
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patterned response” within the data set. Hence, for the purposes of this study, the results must 

demonstrate something  important in relation to a) the decentralising effects of De-Fi, b) 

adoption rates of De-Fi in Ireland, c) Barriers to entry within De-Fi or traditional finance, or d) 

Economies of Scale within De-Fi or traditional finance, if they are to be identified as themes. 

The researcher coded based on prevalence of the theme at the level of the data set, rather than 

the data item (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p.82). This approach was taken as the research project 

aims to highlight industry-wide effects and to determine barriers or economies which will be 

experienced by most new market entrants. Therefore, analysing for prevalence within the data 

items on an individual basis would have presented a skewed view of the scale of the issues 

from an industry-wide perspective.  

The six steps of thematic review established by Braun & Clarke (2006) guided the 

researcher in processing the data set. The researcher familiarised themself with the data corpus 

by transcribing interview and survey qualitative data from initial transcripts into re-structured 

transcripts incorporating, anonymised participant ID code and identical headings across all data 

items (Step One). Initial points of interest such as recurrent discussions of certain challenges 

or supports to the De-Fi were noted. These initial points of interest were accepted as the first 

codes. Namely the codes were ‘1. discussed advantages enjoyed by foreign firms’, ‘2. discussed 

barriers to market-entry’ and ‘3. discussed governance, legislation or regulatory concerns’. 

The researcher read the data items multiple times, collating phrases, key words and concepts 

into groups according to the initial codes (Step Two).  
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Figure 1- Example of coding process 

Following on from this, the data was reviewed again, breaking each of the initial codes 

down into specific themes, eleven of which were identified. Several of the eleven themes were 

structured to hold sub-themes also (Step Three). The themes were assessed in relation to the 

initial three codes to ensure that the themes fell within the initial scope of the analysis (Step 

Four). Six themes proved to be the most recurrent across all data items. These themes also 

presented the most scope for further analysis under sub-themes. These themes were named and 

chosen to be used for analysis. They are ‘Economies of Scale’, ‘Barriers to Entry’, ‘Aims of 

De-Fi’, ‘Regulation’, ‘Lack of Financing’ and ‘Supports to Sector’ (Step Five). To conclude, 

specific extracts and data phrases were selected from the data set to demonstrate the meaning 

and occurrence of the themes identified. The selected extracts and results were compared with 

the themes arising in literature review. The final results of the analysis are depicted in this 

report (Step Six).  

Data Extract: "Swiss have created a specific purpose tax 
model, creating a very unique situation. What they have 
done with regulation is to create a crypto protective 
space, wherein crypto can thrive outside the rules of 
standard finance."

Coded for: 1. discussed advantages enjoyed by foreign 
firms

Coded for: 3. discussed governance, legislation or 
regulatory concerns 
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Figure 2 – Tree-map visualisation of 11 Themes and relative occurrence of each in the data set 

 

3.2.2 Themes 

economies of scale. 

Economies of Scale (ESA) occur where the average costs per unit of output 

decrease as the scale or magnitude of the output being produced by a firm increases 

(OECD, Glossary of Statistical Terms). Hence, the researcher coded for this theme 

where participants noted that a company could enjoy stronger market dominance on 

account of the scale of their operations or the scale of the De-Fi sector within their base 

region or alternatively that scale was not a challenge in their opinion. The theme was 

coded for where the participant stated companies/sectors could enjoy cost-efficiencies 

due to scale across the following sub-categories: ‘Customer-base’, ‘Energy expenses’, 

‘Government strategy’, ‘Larger institutions looking to outsource’, ‘Size of workforce’, 

‘State of traditional financial and technology sectors’ and ‘The lack of maturity of the 

market leaves questions’.  The theme was also coded for where the term ‘Economies of 

Scale’ was specifically referred to by the participant.  

Examples: 

Economies of Scale Identified 

 Quotation: “had the base skills, resources and finances available” 

 Coded for: ‘Economies of Scale’ 
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 Coded for sub-theme: ‘State of traditional financial and technology sector’ 

 

 Quotation: “challenge is that our population, while skilled, is still relatively small” 

 Coded for: ‘Economies of Scale’ 

 Coded for sub-theme: ‘Size of workforce’ 

 

 Economies of Scale do not arise 

Quotation: “The same problems are faced in Ireland as are globally at present as De-Fi 

is still in its infancy globally” 

 Coded for: ‘Economies of Scale’ 

 Coded for sub-theme: ‘The lack of maturity of the market leaves questions’ 

 

barriers to entry. 

Barriers to entry are factors which prevent or deter the entry of new firms into 

an industry even when incumbent firms are earning excess profits (OECD, Glossary of 

Statistical Terms). The theme was coded for where participants indicated that Irish 

companies/start-ups were restricted or prevented from entering the De-Fi market due to 

certain factors including ‘Centralised Regulation’, ‘Lack of Investors’, ‘Lack of 

understanding of products’, ‘Lack of understanding of regulations’, Lack of 

workforce’, ‘Privacy laws’ or ‘Reliance on traditional Retail Banks’. These factors 

represent sub-themes. The theme was also coded for where the terms ‘Barrier’ or 

‘Barriers to entry’ appeared in the data set.  

Example: 

Quotation: “lack of awareness of what is legal and therefore reluctance to enter market 

until regulatory clarity is provided” 

Coded for: ‘Barriers to Entry’ 

Coded for sub-theme: ‘Lack of understanding of regulations’ 
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Interestingly, this sub-theme appeared in all data items across the data set. 

 

aims of De-Fi. 

This theme refers to participants discussing the definition or purpose of De-Fi. 

The theme was coded for in instances where participants linked the definition of De-Fi 

to specific aims or where the aims of De-Fi arose in relation to regulatory 

contradictions. Sub-themes coded for include ‘Equality’, ‘Linking finance and 

technology’, ‘Privacy’, ‘Removes barriers to entry of financial markets’ and ‘Removes 

intermediaries’. 

Example: 

 Quotation: “Peer-to-Peer” 

 Coded for: ‘Aims of De-Fi’ 

 Coded for sub-theme: ‘Removes intermediaries’ 

 

Figure 3- Tree-map chart of ‘Aims of De-Fi’ sub-themes 
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regulation. 

The theme of Regulation refers to instances where regulatory restrictions, 

authorisation or approval appeared in the data, where governance issues within De-Fi 

platforms arose or where participants indicated that further legislative measures were 

required in the sector. Sub-themes were ‘Negatives of Regulation’, ‘Positives of 

Regulation’ and ‘Recommended regulatory changes’. 

Example: 

Quotation: “CBI regulation is a barrier to entry. The centralised format of financial 

regulation in Ireland is a barrier to De-Fi overall” 

 Coded for: ‘Regulation’ 

 Coded for sub-theme: ‘Negatives of Regulation’ 

 

lack of financing. 

This theme refers to Irish De-Fi providers ability to fund their projects, whether 

that be through Venture Capitalist funding, Trade Sales, the IPO route etc. The theme 

was coded for under sub-themes of ‘Financing is a barrier’, ‘Financing routes available’ 

and ‘Better financing available in foreign markets’. This theme can give meaning to the 

data received as a key issue to be determined in this research is whether Irish start-ups 

can keep up in the global De-Fi sector, or whether they must rely on foreign investment, 

thereby not truly decentralising finance. 

Example: 

 Quotation: “not a huge amount of Irish investors in this sector” 

 Coded for: ‘Lack of Financing’ 

 Coded for sub-theme: ‘Financing is a barrier’ 

 

 Quotation: “Start-ups in this struggle to get authorisation to set up bank accounts in 

Ireland” 

 Coded for: ‘Lack of Financing’ 
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 Coded for sub-theme: Better financing available in foreign markets’ and ‘Financing is 

a barrier’ 

 

supports to sector. 

This theme captures any discussion of State or privately provided supports in 

the form of grants, tax incentives, educational or networking supports available to the 

Irish De-Fi community. 

Examples: 

Quotation: “Digital assets Working Group being in the works by Blockchain Ireland” 

Coded for: ‘Supports to Sector’ 

Coded for sub-theme: ‘Governmental supports’ 

3.2.3 Model demonstrative of hierarchy of coding and relationships detected 

 

Figure 4- Hierarchy chart of nodes compared by number of codes 

Figure 4 demonstrates the rate at which the themes appeared within the dataset. 

Although, the theme ‘Advantages to foreign firms’ falls within the highest ranking six, the 

researcher concluded that this information was better captured as a sub-theme of the other 
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Nodes. Hence, the theme of ‘Lack of Financing’ falls within the major six themes explored 

supra. 

The Hierarchy Chart highlights that issues regarding regulation and supports available 

to the Irish De-Fi sector were of most concern to the data participants. Such issues arise again 

as sub-themes of the challenges of ‘Barriers to Entry’ and ‘Economies of Scale’. Hence, the 

dataset is demonstrative of the existence of Barriers to Entry and ESA (under the heading of a 

barrier) within the Irish De-Fi sector. Relationships between these four themes were evident 

upon analysis of the results (Figure 5). This is supported by Caves, Khalilzadeh-Shirazi and 

Porter (1975) contention that ESA represents a sub-category of Barriers to Entry.  

 

Figure 5 - Sunburst demonstration of Relationship Hierarchy between nodes 
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Chapter Four – Conclusions and Future Work 
4.1 Overview 

The research project aimed to confirm whether barriers or ESA exist within the Irish 

De-Fi sector. If so, what categories such barriers fall into and whether the effects of same are 

also endured by large firms in traditional finance leading States. In this section the researcher 

interprets the results in line with the secondary data to determine if such barriers and ESA have 

been identified.  

4.2 Summary of Findings 

 Thematic review highlighted the existence of barriers to entry and ESA which have 

been experienced by industry participants. The breakdown of related themes highlights 

Regulation and a Lack of supports to the sector as dominant barriers to the market. Such 

barriers and ESA are contrary to the aims of De-Fi as defined by participants (Figure 3). The 

aims identified support the previous literature of Chohan (2021) and Calcaterra & Kaal (2021).  

 The sub-theme of ‘State of traditional financial and technology sector’ arose a multitude 

of times across the data set under the theme of ‘Economies of Scale’. Eleven references to 

existing ESA indicate that foreign companies experienced advantage due to scale of their 

traditional financial services sector (with participants citing Switzerland and USA). It is 

outlined in Chapter Two that “cost complementarities” appear to arise between pairs of 

products jointly produced in depository institutions (Clark 1988, p.22). It is contended that 

States or regions who have enjoyed dominance in the traditional finance and technology sectors 

experience cost complementarities (ESO) as De-Fi platforms are launched in tandem with the 

traditional supports available. Therefore, Irish platforms enter the market at a disadvantage. 

 Secondary quantitative data presented in Chapter Two indicated that Ireland is not 

ranking as a De-Fi leading region at present. The secondary data cited a lack of financial 

acumen as a driver of high adoption rates in up-and-coming markets (Chainalysis 2021). The 

results of this study identify ‘lack of understanding of regulations’ and ‘lack of understanding 

of products’ as barriers to entry. Data participants deemed a lack of knowledge from a negative 

perspective, suggesting that lack of understanding deterred new market entrants in Ireland. It 

is submitted that where an overall education standard in a region is low, low financial literacy 

rates may affect adoption rates. However, data participants stated that the Irish population is 

highly educated, particularly in relation to the workforce, it is merely De-Fi specific knowledge 

which is lacking. It is contended that adoption rates will not soar as occurred in Vietnam and 
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Pakistan because of this lack of De-Fi knowledge. As demonstrated in Figure 4, a relationship 

exists between the themes of Regulation, Sector Supports and Barriers to Entry. It is contended 

that the increased provision of educational supports surrounding De-Fi regulations would 

decrease the deterrant effects of the Theme of ‘Lack of understanding of regulations’, thereby 

increasing market entrance and adoption rates.  

4.3 Limitations of Study 

The research is limited by the size of the sample population and the level of response 

to the research methods chosen. A low response-rate to the survey study leaves several 

questions inadequately answered. Specifically, the quantitative monetary implications of 

entering the De-Fi market from an Irish base remains to be investigated. This is important as a 

lack of financing opportunities formed a central theme of the Thematic Review. The sample 

who engaged with the interview process was small, however, it is submitted that as the sample 

included experts across all relevant industries (Finance, Technology and Advisory), it remains 

representative of the population. Connected to this limitation is the ancillary of accessing the 

population. The researcher experienced difficulty in procuring responses from De-Fi specific 

firms. Notably, many De-Fi firms do not list employee contact details on their company 

website. Traditional finance, advisory and legal firms were more accessible through this 

format. De-Fi specific firms could be contacted via LinkedIn Corporation, however, additional 

fees were often required to directly message CEO’s, directors or management (participant 

criteria).  

4.4 Scope for Future Work 

The low response rate to the quantitative survey research leaves scope for further 

investigation. Specifically, the quantitative monetary implications of entering the De-Fi 

market. This is of particular importance as a lack of financing opportunities formed a central 

theme of the Thematic Review. 

There is further scope to repeat the qualitative research methodology across further 

countries. Repeating the process in other countries would aid understanding of the 

decentralising effects of De-Fi for financial services providers. Such repetition could 

demonstrate whether the challenges faced by Irish market-entrants are representative of 

market-entrants in all small nations or whether countries with traditionally strong financial 

services industries experience the same challenges, despite the purported advantages which 

participants indicated they enjoyed.  
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4.5 Hypothesis and Literature – Implications of the Artefact 

The hypothesis contended that a lack of funding, legal uncertainty and a lack of general 

knowledge of the sector arise as barriers to entry to the market for Irish start-ups due to the 

ESA enjoyed by firms in traditionally well-established regions in the financial services 

industry. It was anticipated that the findings would establish that although De-Fi decentralises 

finance in terms of individual consumers, the decentralising effects would not extend to the 

structure of the financial services industry itself (i.e. high concentrations of dominant firms 

located in particular regions). The researcher asserts based on the results that the hypothesis is 

true, issues pertaining to regulatory clarity, financing start-ups and a lack of consumer 

awareness arose in the dataset and were identified as resulting from a lack of sector supports 

in Ireland as well as from the strength of traditionally strong foreign markets.  

The artefact ‘Connecting the dots in the Irish De-Fi landscape, a new-market entrants 

guide’ addresses the key themes identified in the results. The guide provides recommendations 

for navigating the obstacles identified as highlighted by data participants. While the artefact 

provides crucial information for market-entry at present, further supports are required from the 

regulator and the legislature to address the De-Fi sector obstacles.  

4.6 Concluding Remarks 

The research project highlights several key challenges for the Irish De-Fi sector. The 

interdependent relationship existing between challenges of regulation, financing, and education 

(barriers or ESA) can be resolved through addressing the lack of sector supports evident from 

the results. The researcher recommends that market-participants avail of all support made 

available either through the State or privately (See Artefact). It is also recommended that 

industry participants lobby for increased state support and regulatory clarity. The existence of 

Barriers to Entry and ESA limits the formation of equality within the sector (key aim of De-Fi) 

(Chohan 2021). Tackling the obstacles outlined will increase global market equality, which the 

industry purports to strive towards.  
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Appendices 

Appendix 1 

 

Figure 6- Bloomberg news global cryptocurrency market valuation 
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Appendix 2 

INFORMATION SHEET FOR PARTICIPANTS 

PROJECT TITLE: The true decentralizing effects of De-Fi Technologies after consideration of economies 
of scale in relation to small nations, Case study population Ireland 

ABOUT THE PROJECT: 

You are being asked to take part in a research study on economies of scale within Decentralized 
Finance and how these economies may impact the overall aim of De-Fi as a concept. 

Introduction: My name is Clara McMahon, I am a masters student of Financial Technologies at Dublin 
Business School and am carrying out my thesis project under the direct supervision of Mr Philip Hickey 
on the subject of decentralized finance and the effects of decentralization for companies within small 
nations.  

Aims: The aim of the project is to identify any benefits or disadvantages to entering the De-Fi industry 
when acting as a company registered in Ireland. Overall, the research aims to identify any economies 
of scale which are of benefit to Irish companies in this sector or which Irish companies cannot benefit 
from due to their small scale or geographical location. Analysis of results will focus on whether the 
financial services sector in Ireland can actually benefit from decentralization. 

WHAT WILL HAPPEN: 

I would like to invite you to take part in an interview regarding experiences and perceptions noted by 
you in working in De-Fi or in advising De-Fi companies.  

As an interview participant you would be required to take part in a video-call meeting lasting 
approximately ten minutes. Participants will be asked a series of questions regarding the Irish De-
Fi/Fintech sector. Perceptions of industry barriers and successes will be evaluated. All questions will 
be of a general nature as to the sector and will not pertain to specific activities of the company in 
question.  

TIME COMMITMENT: 

The study typically takes no more than 10 to 15 minutes. The commitment requires participants to  
answer questions orally. There is no obligation to answer all questions posed if they present a conflict 
of interest.  

PARTICIPANTS’ RIGHTS: 

You may decide to stop being a part of the research study at any time without explanation required 

from you. You have the right to ask that any data you have supplied to that point be withdrawn / 

destroyed. You have the right to omit or refuse to answer or respond to any question that is asked of 

you. You have the right to have your questions about the procedures answered (unless answering 
these questions would interfere with the study’s outcome. A full de-briefing will be given after the 

study). If you have any questions as a result of reading this information sheet, you should ask the 

researcher before the study begins. 
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CONFIDENTIALITY/ANONYMITY: 

The data I collect does not contain any personal information about you or your place of work except 
the sector and role in which you work (at a very general level). The publication of study findings will 
refer to the sector and business types at a general level and no details of participant companies or 
individuals will be published or discussed in any forum.  

Your data will be collated into a larger dataset and analysed at the group rather than the individual 
level.  Your data will only be used for academic purposes and will not be shared with anyone for 
commercial purposes. The Applied Research Project in question will culminate in the creation of a set 
of guidelines for the Irish De-Fi sector. Publication of guidelines will not refer to any individual or 
company or any identifying information. 

RISKS AND BENEFITS OF TAKING PART: 

In addition to providing much appreciated assistance to the student researcher, the main benefit of 
taking part in this study will be your contribution to academic research, which aims to expand 
knowledge and generate new insights. There will be no risks posed to you as a participant in this study, 
either physical or psychological, beyond that which is normally expected of day-to-day activities.  

 

If you are interested in taking part… 

If you are interested in taking part, please review the information provided in the consent form and if 
you are happy to proceed with the study then please indicate your willingness to take part by ticking 
the appropriate box / signing your name where appropriate.  

You are under no obligation to take part in this study or to provide a reason if you decide not to take 
part.  You may choose not to take part without fear of penalty. If you agree to take part you have the 
right to cease participation without penalty. The data provided will not be used by any member of the 
project team for commercial purposes. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION: 

I or the academic Supervisor of the Research Project, Philip Hickey, will be glad to answer your 
questions about this study at any time. You may contact my supervisor at Dublin Business School by 
email at philip.hickey@dbs.ie or by phone on +353 1 417 7500.  

  

mailto:philip.hickey@dbs.ie
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INFORMED CONSENT FORM: 

PROJECT TITLE: The true decentralizing effects of De-Fi Technologies after consideration of economies 
of scale in relation to small nations, Case study population Ireland 

PROJECT SUMMARY: The aim of the project is to identify any benefits or disadvantages to entering 
the De-Fi industry when acting as a company registered in Ireland. Overall, the research aims to 
identify any economies of scale which are of benefit to Irish companies in this sector or which Irish 
companies cannot benefit from due to their small scale or geographical location. Analysis of results 
will focus on whether the financial services sector in Ireland can actually benefit from decentralization. 

 

By signing below, you are agreeing that: (1) you have read and understood the Participant Information 

Sheet, (2) questions about your participation in this study have been answered satisfactorily, (3) you 

are aware of the potential risks (if any), and (4) you are taking part in this research study voluntarily 

(without coercion). 

 

 

_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Participant’s signature Participant’s   Name (Printed) 

 

Researcher Consent: 

 

 

Dated     2021 
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Appendix 3 

Interview Questions/Topics 

1. What do you understand as De-Fi (Decentralized finance)?: 

 Cryptocurrency 
 Fiat currency 
 Blockchain ledgers 
 Payment services applications 
 Fintech 
 Other (Expand) 

 

2. What are the main areas of concern noticed for a De-Fi platform launching in Ireland? 

 Barriers to entry 
 Economies of scale for competitors outside Ireland 
 Lack of data mining potential 
 Lack of customer base within Ireland 
 Struggle to attract customer base from foreign countries/to market against foreign 

competitors 
 Other (Expand) 

 

3. Are EU regulations regarding De-Fi and Financial Technologies: 

a. Too restrictive 
b. Not restrictive enough 
c. Right balance 
d. Other (expand) 

4. Has the Irish ‘Innovation Hub’ been of any benefit to launching De-Fi products/services? 

5. What supports are available to De-Fi in Ireland (In both private vs public supports capacity)? 

6. What are the biggest challenges facing De-Fi in Ireland? 

7. Is there clear disparity in the international market or does there appear to be equality? 

8. Do Irish De-Fi companies struggle to pass the start-up stage without being bought out by large 
multi-nationals? 

9. Are there any benefits to the Irish economy for attracting De-Fi companies to setup in Ireland? 
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Appendix 4 

INFORMATION SHEET FOR PARTICIPANTS 

PROJECT TITLE: The true decentralizing effects of De-Fi Technologies after consideration of economies 
of scale in relation to small nations, Case study population Ireland 

ABOUT THE PROJECT: 

You are being asked to take part in a research study on economies of scale within Decentralized 
Finance and how these economies may impact the overall aim of De-Fi as a concept. 

Introduction: I am a masters student of Financial Technologies at Dublin Business School and I am 
carrying out my thesis project under the direct supervision of Mr Philip Hickey on the subject of 
decentralized finance and the effects of decentralization for companies within small nations.  

Aims: The aim of the project is to identify any benefits or disadvantages to entering the De-Fi/Fintech 
industry when acting as a company operating in Ireland. Overall, the research aims to identify any 
economies of scale which are of benefit to Irish companies in this sector or which Irish companies 
cannot benefit from due to their scale, and to analyze on this basis whether the financial services 
sector in Ireland can actually benefit from decentralization. 

WHAT WILL HAPPEN: 

I would like to invite you to take part in a survey regarding experiences and perceptions noted within 
your company since the entering the field of De-Fi to some degree. 

What would be required of the company? As a participant in the study you would be required to select 
a number of suitably qualified employees (mid-level management or above with financial insight) to 
answer a series of multiple choice questions based off their own experiences working in their current 
role.  

What would be required of the individual participant? Anonymously answer a series of questions 
pertaining to adoption/creation of any de-fi or fintech solutions within the company, changes noted 
in company performance since such adoption, indicate within given ranges the effects adoption of 
such technologies has had on company returns or expenses. Please note that participation in this study 
will be conducted via an anonymous online survey and no results submitted will be disseminated to 
any persons. No IP addresses will be linked to the survey answers, nor, will the survey answers be 
linked in any way to the consent forms submitted by email. 

TIME COMMITMENT: 

The study typically takes no more than 10 minutes. The commitment requires answers to be submitted 
via the online survey portal (a link to which will be sent out by email). The online survey will consist of 
14 multiple choice questions. 

PARTICIPANTS’ RIGHTS: 

You may decide to stop being a part of the research study at any time without explanation required 

from you. You have the right to ask that any data you have supplied via email to that point be 
withdrawn /destroyed. You have the right to omit or refuse to answer or respond to any question that 
is asked of you. You have the right to have your questions about the procedures answered (unless 
answering these questions would interfere with the study’s outcome. A full de-briefing will be given 
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after the study). If you have any questions as a result of reading this information sheet, you should ask 
the researcher before the study begins. 

 

CONFIDENTIALITY/ANONYMITY: 

The data I collect does not contain any personal information about you except the sector and role 
level in which you work (at a very general level).  

Data Protection re Questionnaires: The data you provide as part of this questionnaire/experiment 
will be fully anonymous. I will not gather any direct personally identifying information about you or 
anyone close to you nor identifying information in relation to your place of work. You will be asked to 
provide optional demographic information of a broad nature about yourself and your professional 
experiences. Your data will be collated into a larger dataset and analysed at the group rather than the 
individual level.  Your data will only be used for academic purposes and will not be shared with anyone 
for commercial purposes. The Applied Research Project in question will culminate in the creation of a 
guidance for the Irish Financial Sector. However, the results of the questionnaire will not feature on 
this guidance for the future of the sector.  

What are the risks and benefits of taking part in this study?  

In addition to providing much appreciated assistance to the student researcher, the main benefit of 
taking part in this study will be your contribution to academic research, which aims to expand 
knowledge and generate new insights. There will be no risks posed to you as a participant in this study, 
either physical or psychological, beyond that which is normally expected of day-to-day activities.  

 

If you are interested in taking part… 

If you are interested in taking part please review the information provided in the consent form and if 
you are happy to proceed with the study then please indicate your willingness to take part by ticking 
the appropriate box / signing your name where appropriate.  

You are under no obligation to take part in this study or to provide a reason if you decide not to take 
part.  You may choose not to take part without fear of penalty. If you agree to take part you have the 
right to cease participation without penalty. Due to the anonymous nature of the questionnaire, it will 
not be possible to subsequently withdraw data subsequent to submission due to the fact that there 
will be no personally identifying information attached to your responses.  The data will not be used by 
any member of the project team for commercial purposes. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION: 

I or / and the academic Supervisor, Philip Hickey, will be glad to answer your questions about this 
study at any time. You may contact my supervisor at Dublin Business School by email at 
philip.hickey@dbs.ie or by phone on +353 1 417 7500.  

 

  

mailto:philip.hickey@dbs.ie
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INFORMED CONSENT FORM: 

PROJECT TITLE: The true decentralizing effects of De-Fi Technologies after consideration of economies 
of scale in relation to small nations, Case study population Ireland 

PROJECT SUMMARY: The aim of the project is to identify any benefits or disadvantages to entering 
the De-Fi/Fintech industry when acting as a company registered in Ireland. Overall, the research aims 
to identify any economies of scale which are of benefit to Irish companies in this sector or which Irish 
companies cannot benefit from due to their scale, and to analyze on this basis whether the financial 
services sector in Ireland can actually benefit from decentralization. 

By signing below, you are agreeing that: (1) you have read and understood the Participant Information 

Sheet, (2) questions about your participation in this study have been answered satisfactorily, (3) you 

are aware of the potential risks (if any), and (4) you are taking part in this research study voluntarily 

(without coercion). 

 

Participant Consent * to be provided in Page One of online Survey. 

 

Researcher Consent: 

 

 

Dated 16th November 2021 
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Appendix 5 
 

 

 

Economies of Scale within the Irish De-Fi Sector  

 

 

 

Applied Research Participation 

Participant Consent 

Q.1. I hereby consent to the use of answers submitted in page one for academic purposes, in 
accordance with the information provided in the introductory Information and Consent Sheet 
provided (Tick Box). 

Q.2. Identify the sector which most accurately represents your company/employer (Tick Box): 

 Bank 
 Fintech/De-Fi start-up 
 Financial Services Provider 
 Company adopting fintech/payment platform services 

Q.3. Identify the role which most closely represents your own within the company (Tick Box): 

 Mid-level management 
 Senior management 
 Accounts 
 Development and Insight Analyst 
 HR 
 Trainee 
 Other (Please specify) _____________. 

Q.4. Have you previously heard of centralized versus decentralized finance? (Tick Box) 

 Yes 
 No 

Q.5.  If you answered yes to the previous question, do you consider your understanding of the 
concept to be (Tick Box): 

 Basic 
 Extensive 
 Expert 
 Question inapplicable to participant 

Q.6. Do you define decentralized finance as (Select all applicable): 
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 An economic and political theory 
 Decentralized technologies 
 Blockchain 
 Cryptocurrencies 
 Fiat currencies 
 All Decentralized technologies and Fintech 
 Other (please specify) 

Q.7. Has your company adopted a new De-Fi/Fintech product or solution in the last five years (Tick 
Box)? 

 Yes 
 No 
 Adoption process in progress 

Q.8. If yes, you have adopted a De-Fi or Fintech product/solution/currency, how many (Tick Box): 

 1 
 2-5 
 6-10 
 Question inapplicable to participant 

Q.9. Has your company created a new De-Fi/Fintech product or solution in the last five years (Tick 
Box)? 

 Yes 
 No 

Q.10 If you answered yes to creation/adoption of a De-Fi solution: Was there a consideration by the 
company of the meaning of decentralization prior to adoption/creation of the De-Fi solution (Tick 
Box)? 

 Yes, extensive discussion 
 Yes, basics considered 
 No consideration of theoretical/economic impacts 
 Question inapplicable to participant 

Q.11. Have you noted difficulties in entering this market under the following headings? (Select all 
applicable): 

 Expenses in opening accounts 
 Transaction fees 
 Energy fees (while mining data) 
 Regulatory approval 
 Anti-money laundering approval 
 Customer acquisition 
 Other (please specify) 

Q.12 Identify the approximate expenses incurred during the initial setup entry stage [in euros] (Tick 
Box): 

 5,000 or under 
 5,000-10,000 
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 10,000-40,000 
 50,000-100,000 
 Above 100,000 
 Unascertained 

Q.13 In relation to your company, do you think entry into the DeFi market has had (Tick Box): 

 Positive effects 
 Negative effects 
 Mixed effects 
 No effect 

Q.14. Indicate the region of additional profits earned in the twoyears post introduction to the De-Fi 
market [in euros] (Tick Box): 

 Under 10,000 
 10,000 – 30,000 
 40,000 – 70,000 
 70,000 – 100,000 
 100,000 – 200,000 
 Above 250,000 

Q.15 Has your company gained entry to new markets since adopting De-Fi/Fintech solutions (Tick 
Box)? 

 Yes 
 No 
 Unascertained 
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